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ABSTRACT'
ft

This 'paper reports on an'intensive,
highly-s ructured, ?one-to-one tutoring .system used as.a model
Program. The "Tutor- Student System in beginniIng Reaaing,""the basic
instructional material for the model program, was" developed to train
tutors to say and do What the reading specialist normally says and
does when teaching reading in a one-to-one situation. For one hour a
da,five days a week for ten weeks., eighteen students .in grades ten
and eleven in-an inner-city public high school who were reading t:elow

a fourth- grade level received intensive tutoring in place of English
Or reading classes. A control group received instruction in English'.
or reading classes. This paper describes the details of the
tutor-student system and concludes" rom the. results pf the study that
the program produced statistically significant gains in reading
achie:vedent for high school students reading below a 4.0 levrel.
University tutors..and high schbol tutors can produce rapid
improvement in.reading EOT pptential dropouts when using the
"Tutor Student` System in Beginning Reading." (TS)
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'Illiteracy figures ,continue to confront reading

specialists, but few models have. been set forth to deal

with the ilIiter:acv prOblem concretely. The United States

census for 1969 shows that 1.4 million persons fourteen

years old or older are, totally illiterhte. The Depart-
,

,m,ent of Hen:1.th, Bducationfand Welfare reports that 6ne

million c4ildreri twelve to seventeen years of age are

reading below a fourth.gradd reading 'level. The 1970

Louis narni.s Poll indicates that 18.5 mialion.adults

7 - wee functionally illiterate. Furthermore, more than
.

. 700,000, students drop out of public schools each year.
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Moot of these dropouts are severely,ret2.rded in reading.' 1
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Need

Statements from prominent.individuals regarding'

"ma3or driven against illiteracy" and plans "to launch

literacy academies run by volunteer tutors" provide .'.
. .f

/. .little hope to the harried reading specialist',.vho

made to feel like the economist viewing a sinking

economy while listening to presidential pleas to they

consumerifor energy conservation. Thetruthiof the

matter is that the reading specialist knows how to"

solve the problem f illiteracy Ivit presently does not ,

have the administrative influence '0 make significant

changes on a widescale basis.

The reading specialist knows,that significant

reading improvement.for the'non-reader or the severely

retarded' reader can be attained through one-to-one

reading instruction provided that three objectives are

met:' (1) rapport between the tutor and the student is

good, (2) certain learning principles are fellowed,

and (3) the basic instructional approach suits the

. modalities and experiential background of the learner.

The success of approaching the reading problem in this

manner has been pr\oven time "and time again in reading

clinics, the classroom; and even the home.

The solution to the illiteracy problem, and in

turn to.a large degree the dropout problem, then, is

7 tO V,1,1(lb
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achieve a.; nearly as possible t e three objectives

ou tlined above, and then to imi.lemen1 highly successful

models. Needless to say, the model programs should be
A

easily replicated so that their succesecan.be measured

and their coy onents improved.
.

that folilows is 6 description of the implementation

and testing of one model program for. dealing with

illiteracy at the high school level." The program is
1

called the "Tutor-Student System Dropout Prevention Model"

and was designee spe cifically Lb fulfill the three major

objectives listed abgve:

a
Method`,

Intensive, highly-structured, one=to-one tutoring

by 'eleventh and twelfth grade students, and university

. 4

studentS was the basis of ,the. model program. The,Tutor-

Student System ix,Befanning Reading," published by

National Tutoring Institute, Inc., Kansas City; Missouri,

was used as the basic instruc'tioncal material. The System .

incorporates an clectic approach and provideS the tutor

with 'specific "Say" and, "Do" instructions.

Thirty-six students in grades ten' arid eleven of

an inner ;city public high scboOl. in Kansas City were

4

ddentifibeas functioning below a fourth -grade reading ,

'.

level,, These students were identified through testing.

4
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The Stanford Diagnostic Test and the Gilmore Oral.
4

Reading .Test were administered to determine if
4

students were, reeding below a 4.0,(fOurth grade)

level. Also adminiStered were the Keystone 'Visual

' Survey Test, the' Wepman 'Auditory Disbrimination Test,

the Wechsler Adult Intelligence,Scale; and the Prugh-

George, Sc'hool Attitude Scale.

' Eighteen students were randomly assigned tcl the.
a

a

Experimental Group, and the
6

remaining eighteen stddents

formed the Control Group. The average reading level

of the Experimental Group and the Con.trol Group was

2.8 in reading comprehension. A three- month difference

in favor Of the.Experimental Group was shown in 'reading

accuracy (3.3 versus 3.0). Both groups had a'mean of

-1 (below eiN-erage) in auditory-discrimination. /NO

/

ound betweenstatistically sign i.icant difference was

4P

time ExperimeAtal and pontrol'Groups.in a y areas

tested including intelligence and attit de toward school:

For one hour a day, five, days a W'ek for ten weeks

the eighteen experimental suWects re
.

.

tutoring'in place of English or read Y clines.es. 'The
1

..

ContrOk Group subjects received ins uction in Engiish,

or rending classes.

(

eilied intensive

a'4-4
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The Tutor-Student System in Beginning Reading,-
1

" the basic instruCtional material in the model program,

1
was developed to/ {train tutors to say and do' what 'the

1
C.

,.. .,
reading specialist normally says and does when t6achin'g

%
. . . ,

reading in a one-.to-one situation. The material was.
, 1 1

written in language sii$ple enough so Fl children and
.-

I)

adults of all ages, who cap read, could use the System

.

to,tutor another person in'reading.

Rapport between the tutor and student is aided

through the use off' a step-by-stepdialogUe and aAion

guise for establishing; positive tutor- udent relatfon-

ships. Called the "Student Needs Checkligt"; based

upon'MaslOw's Hierarchy of 4ods, the guide ,provides

specific performance objectives fot :the tutor. Explicit

dirdctions are included for meeting, rlhysiolokical, safety,

belonging, 'esteem, and self-actualization needs. Also,

frequent reinforcing statements such as "Good!",nfipry

good! ", and 1:You read that very well!" ,a.x0 imbedded,

- so to speak, in each dialogue (Say) and action (Do)

guide ddsigneA for teaching specific. reading skills.

Specific reading skill instruction is found in the

Tutor-Student System in Beginning Reading in fifty-two

sections which include a total of two hundred and sixty

lessons. Each section includes five lebsons and provides
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the tutor with a'i eclectic approach for teaching

reading. Relying heavily on the language and exper-

ience of the student, each section includes analytic.

Phonics, linguistic, whole word, YAKT, and lahguage

experience,approaches. A section takes approximately

one hour to complete.

The eclectic approach used in the Tutor-Student

System in Beginning Readies calls into play visual,

auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile modalities as -the

. student learns to read. Should the student be weak

inone modality, and thus unable to learn by one

approach (e.g., Oonics), another approach is available

to insure that learning occurs.

Nine university tutors and nine high school
. .

tutors received three days of training in following

the specific "Say" and "Do" directions included in'

the Tutor- Student System in Beginning; 734ding. A video

tape of a model lesson was used in'the training. The
1

tutors worked side-by-side in pairs (one .hi.gh school

student and one university student) when utoring

their students on a one-to-one basis. The program,

funded by a faculty research grant from the University
"I

of Missouri, provided hotirly pay for the tutors.

7
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, At the conclusion of tht, ten --week program, the

subjects in :the Experimental Group and the Cool

Group were post-tested. Data were compiled and ,

analyzed to determine statistieally signazicant...

findings regarding the treatment procedure-.

Results

The overall conclusion, based pn analysis of

data, is 'that the program as desizned produced

statistically significant gains in reading achieve-,-

ment for high school students reading below a Co

level. University tutors and high school tutors can

produce rapid improvement in reading for .potential

dropouts when using the Tutor-Student System in

Beginning Rdading in the. manner suggested.

Statistical analysis of the data showed that

three of five hypotheses were statistically significant

at the .05 level or better.

1. Experimental Group subjects made significant

improvempnt over Control Group subjects in word

recognition ability at a .007 level of significance

(t = 2.85): On gain score analysis the E*perimpntal

Group scored significantly better at a .001 level of

significance with t equalling 3.74.
4
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2. Experimental Grouii subjects made significant

improiement over Control Group subjects in readinc,

comprehecion-ata .005 level of signficance (.t

On:gain score analysis,of reading comprehension ability,

the Experimental Group scored significantly better than

the Cont'rol Group at a .003 level of significalice:with

t equd..1Ting' 3.24.

.04
3. Experimental Group subjects mhde significant

imprbvement over Control Group subjects in overall

reading amproveient. Statistical analysis of the Gilmore

Oral Reading Test pre-test and post -test 'scores indicates

Ahat the Experimental Group Made slgnific it improvem4t

over the Control Group in accuracy and.co prehension

at a ..007 and a .005 level .of significanbe resDectively.

! ' '

No statistically significant difference was indicated

between the two groups in silent reading comprehension

as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic. Test.

4. Experlmental:brioup subjects did not make

significant. improvement over Control Group subjects in

'vocabulary knowledge. The Control Group was signifi-

cantly higher oh both pre-test and Post-test of

vocabulary khoWledge at a .06 ,and a .01 level of

significance espectively.

E
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5. Experimental 'Group subjeoti did. not illake

statistically significant improvgment over Control
.

Group subjects'in attitude toward reading and education \

in geheral. statistically significant, a

three- point gain was.made by the Control Group, '

whereas a four-ppint:gainwas made by the Experiteiltal

Group. on the Prugh-George School At Scale.

Discussion .

The data suggest that the Tutor-Student System

Dropowp Prevention Model pan be.used successfully
,

f* Producing rapid improvement in 'reading for potential 4/ .
.

NighIschool dropouts reading below aL1,0 level. Statistically

signifitant differences in avor of 'the .xperimenal Group x

were found in a number of areas. The greatdr gains

. made by the Experimental, Group cannot-be easily aCtribgted

to initial difilerences betireen the two groups indntelligence,
,

chronological age, sexual composition, or'othe..& variables.

The groups were randomly assigned, using a table of.

random numbers, and simple t tests for significancesimple

6h6Wed that the groups were equivalpnt in the above areas

at the 'outset of the program.

I
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Significant gains in rendifig achie/ement for

po#ntial:deopoutsei.e made in a ten-w-)ek period.

The.Dres.en Model progr'em should be replicated not

on1 to prove the findings but also to improve the

o

model, Replication of the program on a large-scale

basis would also mean that many more peer readers

in high school would have El moans for coping. with

reading material. Grouplinttructlan'for 1.0.gh-dchc01

illiterates is obviously'not the answer.
.

The answer. to the illiterb:0- problem seerhs 1,o

exist in one-to-one instruction. - Whether this - /)4 .4,

C'.. ./r'''".
.

Instruction ta2i.erl)lace. in a flinic, classroom, or

. . hime is Immaterial./ Saying and doing the 'right thing

in a tutoring session is essental, however, and

T'
\ .

'reading specialists who-haxe studied. learning, .

' reading behavior, and reading instruction approaches
.

,

provide 4he best resource mqtegial available.'

/4 %

Training millions of reading specialists to go/

into the' schools to teaeh reading or a one-to-one
P

basis i.s unrealistic, but training millions of good

readers to say and do what' reading specialists normally

say and do when teaching readinir, is realistic and

should bb worth the effort.
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